EZ FX Pedestal and Dolly Instructions

5. Swing the stabilizer arms, counter-clockwise
until the end hole lines up with the bolt from the
other legs. The legs may need to be pushed or
pulled to align the holes and bolts.

6. Re attach the knobs
to secure the stabilizer
arms . The dolly is now
ready for the column.
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4. Remove the 3 knobs
holding the stabilizer arms
in their folded position.

3. Tighten the knob into
the threaded hole at the
working position.
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2. Pull the knobs under the dolly center plate to
release the legs from their stored position and
swing the legs out into working position.
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1. Begin with the
three wheel dolly.

7. Remove the knob and bolts from the base
of the column. Then set the column onto the
dolly center plate so that the holes align.

8. Use the bolts and knob to attach the column
to the center of the dolly.

Continued on next page...

10. Raise or lower the column to the desired
height, then tighten the knob at the slot as well
as the knob on the backside of the column.
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9. Swing the turnbuckles down to meet with the
legs of the dolly. Use the pins to attach the turnbuckles to the legs. NOTE: You may need to
turn the turnbuckle to get the holes to align.

NOTE: The top of the column is equipped with a
100mm ball receptacle to receive the EZ FX Jib
as well as standard pan tilt fluid heads. See the
safety note when using the pedestal with Jibs.

11. Use the turnbuckle to influence the level of
the pedestal. If the column is in a natural
level position then expand each turnbuckle
equally to remove any looseness from the column and raise the column slightly to compensate for any deflection.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY
NOTE:
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Locking Offset Slot
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When using the column
to support the weight of
a Jib you must utilize the
locking offset slots on
the column. This will insure that the column will
not slip during use.

Now the pedestal is ready for work

